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you all are my interest

because i am complete now…i have no boundary

everything that surrounds me

i am one with it

so what is my interest ?

each human being has become my interest !

i have much to live for..

first i was living for myself

then i was living for my masters message

now i can live with you

why make a separation ?

my understanding is yours

now you are my interest

when i look now your interest is mine

your search has become mine 

because i have no boundaries anymore

this is the mystic

he is one with all    

and whosoever searches the truth

he enters their heart

this is the way of the buddha…

when gautam buddha reached the final door

he said i am not going to move into nirvana 

because all my friends are still living on this earth

they have not found

i feel their heartbeat

i want to dance with them

can you understand what i am saying ?

i am very grateful if you can…

because that is very rare for people… 

to understand that message

because we are so conditioned to be separate from each other

we are so much thinking i am me and you are you

we do not see this oneness of existence

we do not feel the others pain

we are so self centred

that we cannot dissolve our self for the other

what a beautiful smile on your face !

it makes me smile…

you see…your smile made me smile…

to see you happy makes me happy

to see you dance makes me dance

when you find the way i also find the way

when you celebrate it is my celebration

this is how we should live as human beings

your joy becomes mine

my joy becomes yours

to see each person dancing and celebrating becomes your life

this is what human beings are on this planet for

to share your love with friends and not keep any boundaries

then we are living on a beautiful earth

and this dream is so beautiful

when you awaken it will be true

we are connected 

in this vast field of life

no islands

so we can drop our boundaries

and merge in love with everybody we meet

what a beautiful life…

enough talking

i think i have spoken too much today
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